Commodity frontiers and global histories: the tasks ahead
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Given the alarming pace of climate change, global environmental destruction, and associated social dislocations and inequalities, a global history that also speaks to the present is more important now than ever. We started our article with a pointed argument that ‘[t]he history of the making of the modern world is a history of the expansion of commodity frontiers, a historical conundrum so spatially, socially, and structurally all-encompassing that it still awaits its persuasive analysis’. This deep historical perspective, we argued, is crucial to understanding how we arrived at our current socioecological predicament. What is more, we proposed that transdisciplinary research among historians and social, ecological, and computational scientists is essential to engage such questions. To that end, we have developed our research agenda around an analytical framework that lets us trace the long history and present of capitalism. We look at the countryside through the lens of the history of commodity frontiers, using commodity regimes as an analytical framework to make sense of the vast amount of data we hope to uncover.

The commodity frontier – the empirical core of our investigations – is not simply a place. It is a relational concept that grasps the flows of materials and energy between nature and society, between different societies and within them. These flows connect regions of extraction with the sites of production that organize capitalist modernity on a world scale. The commodity frontier stands for an inductive historical approach that starts from the far edges of global expansion. It includes agents other than the global hegemonic powers, spaces other than the metropole and relations that encompass more than the economic. Indeed, as we emphasized in our paper, ‘[m]uch of the writing on the history of capitalism privileges the perspective from the city and industry to the detriment of processes in the household, agriculture, and the countryside where the vast majority of humanity has lived until very recently and where many of the revolutions of capitalism have taken place’. Urban merchants, state bureaucrats, soldiers and lawmakers, of course, helped produce these commodity frontiers as much as commodity frontiers co-created them – yet the distinguishing feature of our work is that it thinks of these processes from the fringes.

We welcome Maxine Berg’s observation that ‘histories of natural resources and of the countryside and its peoples have not been sufficiently addressed by global historians’. This lacuna stands in contrast to a growing number of scholars from other disciplines who have come to see ‘commodity frontiers’ as a promising approach to historical processes. As Ronald Findlay and Kevin O’Rourke conclude, such an approach is both exciting and necessary to avoid mono-causal explanations of historical change. The research agenda we propose, as Ruth Mostern observes, attempts to bridge the gulf between the conceptual focus of social science...
scholars such as Jason W. Moore, David Harvey and Alf Hornborg and empirically minded historians. Putting commodity frontiers at the centre of a globe-spanning analysis of capitalism not only allows us to converse and collaborate with scholars from a variety of disciplines but also speaks to actors and activists in the non-academic world such as visual artists and documentary filmmakers, and it can be meaningfully conveyed to broader publics. The commodity frontier, in other words, is an extremely useful device for analysis of some of the most impactful changes during the past few centuries. It offers a new and global view of some of the most urgent historical questions and provides a way to understand our present dilemmas historically.

Our ambition, let us reiterate, is not to cover all of global history but to analyse crucially neglected aspects of the history of capitalism and thus rethink one of the master processes of the modern era. Using the commodity frontier as the basic unit of analysis, we interrogate sites and processes of capitalist incorporation, including agricultural production and mineral extraction, as well as the power, property and labour relations they are embedded in. A crucial point of departure in our research agenda is that the global capitalist economy has always been expansive and, despite some contemporary rhetoric to the contrary, is not moving towards an ecological or social equilibrium. To understand and explain its expansion – which is convoluted and driven by a wide range of factors and actors, from African peasants to Chinese capital owners, among many others – we need to ‘systematically analyse how processes of value extraction vary across time and place, how and why such variations are patterned, and how and why key dynamics change’. We conceptualize each historical moment as a distinct ‘regime’ and seek to explain how and why commodity frontiers move from one regime to another.

The periodization we propose is based on the premise that capitalist expansion has repeatedly run up against ecological and social limits. Often these limits have been overcome by spatial expansion (the spatial fix), which generated many colonial wars, as Ronald Findlay and Kevin O’Rourke correctly point out. They have also been overcome by new technologies, increasing labour productivity and speeding up communications, and by enhancing the state’s bureaucratic capacities. Technological and state-led fixes include substituting slavery by indentured labour, wood by coal, manual labour by machines, mules by tractors and coal and oil by wind and sun. More recently, capital has tried to overcome limits by appropriating ecological concerns, creating new frontiers of ‘green capitalism’. These fixes have been forged and facilitated by a range of actors and have been arenas of negotiation and contestation.

Our approach is indebted to Harriet Friedman’s and Philip McMichael’s notion of the ‘food regime’ – which we used as a conceptual tool to make Jason W. Moore’s notion of commodity frontiers more dynamic. The food regime concept reads capitalist modernity by linking the shifting geopolitical make-up of the world to specific patterns of food production and provisioning. Food regimes are constituted by periods of relative stability in the political economy of food and farming and are punctuated by periods of crisis and transition. Friedmann and McMichael discerned two successive food regimes since the second half of the nineteenth century, both of which plunged eventually into crisis to birth a third regime. The economic world order that fully emerged after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 went through a systemic crisis in the 1930s and was followed by the US-centred food regime crafted in the wake of the Second World War that lasted until the oil crisis of 1973. After the second oil crisis of the late 1970s, corporate capitalism emerged as a main ordering principle in the production and circulation of food, potentially signalling a third, ‘corporate’ food regime. Our understanding of commodity frontiers is based upon that regime concept but goes further back in history and includes mineral as well as biological extraction (agriculture).

To understand the full sequence of crises and fixes that led to the current situation, we have to go back to the beginnings of global capitalism. While we agree with Ruth Mostern about the existence of multiple world systems, our research agenda is confined to the history of the capitalist world. We do not deny that the roots of our global capitalist economy can be found 800 years ago in various monetized economies of Eurasia, neither do we believe that only European nations have
established commodity frontiers. For us, however, a new and different phase of commodity frontier history commenced when capitalist economies began incorporating natural and human resources far beyond their own territories. This incited a long history of land grabbing, altering the relationship between human society and nature and producing a new and unprecedented wave of deforestation and soil degradation. It also produced new forms of labour, business organization and state power.

Europeans were not alone in creating commodity frontiers – we can cite examples from China such as the sugar frontier of Taiwan – but we claim that the cycle of commodity frontier expansion that started in the Baltic forests and the Mediterranean sugar islands in the fifteenth century was fundamentally different, both in shape and impact. This cycle of expansion created the seedbed for global capitalist expansion, or more accurately, the sequence of expansive waves we conceptualize as ‘regimes’.

A central argument is that successive regimes are constituted as cycles of societal and economic expansion, human or ecological resistance to expansion, and fixes to overcome these limits, which enable new expansion. The spatial fix emerged very early in the history of capitalism, joined later by what we call the technological fix, the state-led fix and the corporate fix. Each fix was seen as the key to overcoming limits to further commodity frontier expansion, but typically the fix was neither new nor exclusive. Instead, new fixes overlapped with older fixes, with each regime forged on a complex of residual, dominant and emerging relations. Spatial fixes and technological fixes did and do exist alongside each other as Ruth Mostern points out, referring to the work of John Richards. Crucially, our framework stresses that these fixes are both historically specific and cumulative, and that the expansion of commodity frontiers should not be seen as a runaway train rushing unrestrained. It is, instead, a deeply historical process, contingent and path-dependent. It is a process created by human actions, including those of states and capital owners, nongovernmental organizations and social movements, industrial workers and rural cultivators.

This succession of regimes, crisis and fixes brings the history of capitalism up to the contemporary moment, opening up historically informed vistas, ‘histories of the present and future’. It drives us to a research programme that is collaborative and transdisciplinary, that connects to actors and organizations outside academia and that will help us understand our present time. Whether we are entering a new period of crisis that will ultimately yield a new commodity frontier regime with new geopolitical coordinates and dynamics – new fixes – is one of the questions we hope to address, and one that requires a long-term historical perspective to answer.

Finally, we appreciate that the three commentators underscore the need to take stock of an extremely rich library of case research and the need to attend to manifold local histories and experiences. We are glad that our proposal for an inductive and deeply empirical model to explain global systematic change meets the approval of our colleagues. We would like to reiterate that it is not just lack of knowledge, but its fragmentation that hampers a thorough historical analysis of commodity frontiers, including the massive social inequalities and ecological challenges emerging from global capitalism’s expansion. Overcoming this disciplinary fragmentation is an immense technological and methodological challenge. Ruth Mostern makes some particularly important observations and concrete suggestions about how we can organize the information in a georeferenced way. Indeed, one objective of our project is to map the movement of commodity frontiers over time, another to map social and economic characteristics of frontier zones in a chronological order. Moreover, we are eager to historicize the well-known *Environmental Justice Atlas*, which maps thousands of conflicts at present-day commodity frontiers.1 Linked data, georeferencing and automated reading are powerful technologies that will help us bring our research to a qualitative new level that matches our archival and ethnographic research.

---

Taken together, the conceptual and methodological possibilities of our commodity frontier regime framework entail a fascinating and important task for global historians that will strengthen our field methodologically, open up new avenues for collaboration with scholars from other disciplines and strengthen the societal relevance of our work. Considering the grave social and environmental challenges we are facing today, it is also an urgent undertaking.
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